“The instructor was very good and knows the subject very well. The subject is tough so I don’t blame the instructor for my moderate achievement in this course.”

“Prof. Sakamoto was top-notch when it came to individual learning/office hours. He was always available to help on homework assignments. The homework load was too big for this class. Often, many hours were poured into a single assignment. Tests were fair, and challenging. This class was well balanced. I wish I had learned more and done better.”

“Hitoshi’s class was a lot of fun and interesting. His approach in teaching was very helpful. Overall, Hitoshi is a good teacher and I enjoyed his class. I also learnt a lot.”

“I feel I received an exceptional amount of teaching. Hitoshi was always concerned with the students’ performance and concerns. I would recommend Hitoshi to anyone.”

“I loved getting homework, quizzes and tests back the next day. This was a hard but fair course.”

“Hitoshi’s teaching skills improved dramatically during the semester. What I most appreciated was the prompt return of our exams and homework. He also showed concern for students.”

“I learned a lot during this semester. I found the course material to be very beneficial due to the outstanding teaching ability of Hitoshi. I appreciated receiving my homework and quizzes so quickly after doing them. Office hours were also helpful because Hitoshi was very approachable and made me think rather than just giving me the answers. That showed that Hitoshi actually cared.”

“This course was extremely well organized. I appreciate how clearly grading policies were explained. Lectures were good.”

“Thanks for returning all my work the next day. I have never had a teacher that always returned HW, Quiz and Test within 24 hours. This is very helpful.”

“I enjoyed this class and would strongly recommend other students to take a class with Hitoshi. The homework was a little demanding @ times.”

“I thank Hitoshi for not only being a phenomenal teacher of the subject of thermodynamics but also for the continuation of teaching that he has so readily made available for his past and present students.”